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the two children’s classes for FDC in the absence of 

Rebecca Lane for three years when husband, John, 

takes up a diplomatic post in Chile.   

 This opportunity has delighted Marina.  She is 

extremely grateful to FDA for the generosity of this 

opportunity. This will enable her to undertake the 

Teacher Training Course and further her love of dance 

while teaching yet another generation of folk dancers. 

 We wish her well 

Lesley Rose 

TTC Supervisor 
 

DANCE WORKSHOP 2019 

 For most of us, thoughts of Andre van de Plas would 

have come more strongly to mind recently as we 

experienced a July without an AVDP dance workshop. 

Perhaps many groups will have found something 

special to do as a way of commemorating the years of 

pleasure brought by Andre’s annual visits. 

 On Sunday 21st of July the Townsville Bush and 

Folk Dance Group held a workshop in memory of 

Andre. We have had the privilege and joy of hosting 

workshops by Andre for five years now, always in July, 

the best time of year in Townsville. So, after the group 

had learned the sad news of Andre’s death in January 

the idea of a workshop in his memory developed.  

 Maurie James took on the task to choose and teach 

dances from Andre’s repertoire and what a great bunch 

of dances they were. Bright and early, on a chilly (by 

North Queensland’s standards) Sunday morning, a 

group of thirty-seven people gathered to learn nine 

dances.  Memories of Andre flooded back when Jacqui 

Spry led the warm-up to his usual music. The three-

hour session in the morning was used to learn 

Rododachtilos (Gr), Elvira (USA), Preumblata de 

Femei (Rom), Hora de la Tanacu (Rom) and Koce 

Berberot (Mac). The Townsville group likes a 

challenge and it looks like partner dances with a change 

of partners is our challenge. The melody of Elvira 

might have stuck in a few heads for a week or two – 

talk about earworm. 

 After a nice break of a few hours most dancers from 

the morning session were joined by a few fresh faces 

for another three-hours of dancing in the afternoon. 

While repeating the dances from the morning we also 

added Oee Naze (Arm), Trava Moja Trava (Russ), 

Syrtos Kitrinou (Gr) and Ale Brider (Yidd). Judging by 

the smiles and chatter, all dancers had a great time and 

we now have more dances to add to our Tuesday and 

Saturday repertoire. The day was rounded off by a 

pizza meal with non-dancing partners joining in. It was 

a fantastic day and it felt like the right way to remember 

Andre.  

 This dancer hopes that a July workshop such as this 

becomes a fixture in our dance calendar.  

Alexandra Roberts 
 

BULGARIAN WORKSHOP 

 On a mild, sunny August day, members of FDA 

were treated to a Bulgarian Dance Workshop with 

Tanya Dimitrova who is visiting from Bulgaria.  Tanya 

is the Artistic Director and Choreographer of the 

Chudesiya Folk Dance Ensemble in Pazardzhik 

Bulgaria. 

 Tanya founded the ensemble which has grown to 

300 members aged between 9 and 19.  In 2012 and 

2015 the Chudesiya Ensemble was a finalist in the 

“Bulgaria’s Got Talent” TV show, gaining national 

popularity.   

 Tanya leads her Chudesiya Ensemble to over 100 

national and international festivals, forums and 

competitions. 

 With such a amazing pedigree, we were delighted 

when the workshop began with simple steps.  In 

hindsight, Paul Clarke mentioned that the opening was 

“deceptively simple”.  The gentle dances would soon 

progress in speed and complexity! 

 


